
 
 

Fish and Wildlife Board Meeting 
Minutes for December 16, 2015 

 
The Fish & Wildlife Board held a meeting at 5:00 PM EST on Wednesday December 16, 2015 at 1 National Life 
Drive, Dewey Building, in Montpelier VT 05620. 
 
Members of the Board: Kevin Lawrence (Chair), Theresa Elmer (Vice Chair), Pete Allard, Frank Sullivan, Dennis 
Mewes, Bill Pickens, Craig Nolan, Craig Greene, Ron Wilcox, Johanna Laggis, Justin Lindholm, and Steven Adams. 
Grant Spates was absent from the meeting. 
 
Fish and Wildlife Staff: Louis Porter (Commissioner), Kim Royar (Special Assistant to the Commissioner) Mary 
Diego (Executive Assistant), Catherine Gjessing (General Counsel), Mark Scott (Wildlife Director), Scott Darling 
(Wildlife Management Program Manager) Susan Warner (Outreach Division Director), Tom Rogers (Outreach 
Specialist) Jason Batchelder (Director of Law Enforcement (Col)), Amy Alfieri (Wild Turkey Biologist).  
 
Members of the Public: Alison Mewes, Mike Covey, Don Isabelle, Rodney Elmer, Joe Epler  
 
The Board meeting was called to order at 5:00 PM, EST by Chairman Kevin Lawrence  
 
First Agenda Item: approval of October 21st minutes  
Craig Nolan motioned to accept the minutes. 
Theresa Elmer seconded the motion. 
Vote: Unanimously voted in favor to accept the minutes. Minutes pass. 
 
Turkey Petition Presentation (Mike Covey; Pat Rayta, Don Isabelle):  
Mike Covey highlighted to the Board his written petition. To our esteemed board members, I would like to ask the 
board to consider two petitions being submitted. The first with regard to extended turkey hunting opportunities, and 
the second with regard to trapping changes. I have asked Director Mark Scott to deliver them to the board for 
consideration, but wish to make myself available to respond to any questions or concerns the board may have. The 
turkey petition is fairly straightforward. Background: Hunters in VT have gained skill in identifying bearded tom 
turkeys since turkey hunting restarted in VT in the 1970’s. Harvesting spring tom turkey after the May 1st opener has 
proven to be sound management. Opening the spring season to an “all-day” hunt will increase opportunities for 
hunting without detriment to the state-wide populations. As you consider the petition, understand that I know the 
biology must support the changes. I believe these are positive opportunities for sportsmen and women, and I believe 
the species affected will continue to thrive should the board adopt these suggestions. I have faith in our biologists and 
the board to continue working with conservationists in the outdoor community as stewards of our wild populations and 
ecosystems. Thank you for your time, dedication, and effort.  
 
Pat Rayta: Years ago, 2010 I believe it was, I submitted a proposal requesting that our state expand spring hunting 
hours for turkey hunting.  I felt that current studies out there showed that an expansion of the hours had many positives 
with few ill effects, if any. Included in my reasoning was 

• A safer experience.  Vermont has been fortunate in having very few tragic shootings during our turkey 
seasons.  However, studies have shown that it could be even safer with more hours available to the 
public.  With more hours available, there is likely to be fewer hunters crowded into the same area at the same 
time, all trying for the same bird. Fewer people means a safer hunt. 
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• An older population of birds.  Ontario discovered that when they went to an all-day format, hunters were less 
likely to shoot the first bird they saw, and as such were more picky with what they took, allowing more 
younger birds to live another year.  In many cases, an older bird meant greater hunter satisfaction. 

• More people become involved in the sport.  I believe it was a study done by the National Wild Turkey 
Federation (NWTF) who determined that with more hours available to hunt, more kids and those who go to 
work early were likely to try turkey hunting. In the short term this led to a higher harvest, but after a few years 
it leveled out as people became pickier on what they took. 

• The old thought and research that a bird will abandon the nest was disproven.  Newer studies with better 
technology showed that except in extreme circumstances, the hen will return to nest.  Think of it as being 
similar to the Robin that created a nest by your backdoor.  She leaves when you pass through, and returns when 
it’s safe. 

• By ending shooting hours at either 5 or 6pm, the birds will be far away from roost sites, negating concerns 
about roost shooting.  I believe that in the beginning of May, sunset falls around 7pm, and by the end it is 
closer to 8pm.  A stop time of 5 or 6 will alleviate homeowner concerns of shots ringing out after a quiet 
winter, close to home, allowing people to enjoy their yards and decks for say an early cook out. 

• Maine has recently gone to an all-day format.  Maine only recently has taken away the lottery option for 
hunting turkeys in their state, and their flock is growing so rapidly that not only were they the first in New 
England to have an all-day format, but they are now considering going to three birds in the spring.  While our 
flock has been managed well, allowing us three per year, with two in spring.  I have heard not a single negative 
comment about all day hunting in Maine, including from our former turkey biologist. 

• I am owed an answer on my petition.  Forrest (Hammond) wanted to put off for a year this decision while he 
did some research, which was to include a study being conducted by NYS.  NYS dropped their study, which 
was to continue through until 2016, regarding an all-day hunt and reproduction success. 

I know that my petition is not the only one coming before you regarding this subject, however, I am long overdue 
for a response and look forward to hearing your response.  

Don Isabelle, Vice President of the Vermont State Chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF), 
indicated that the NWTF does not support an all-day hunt except for youth hunting weekend.  The organization 
urges the Board to take a conservative approach to the petition. Based on our biologist’s guidance, we want to 
ensure that adjustments are based on science and with the support of the professionals within the Vermont Fish & 
Wildlife Department.  The proposal to increase the fall season bag limit is not in the best interest of the wild turkey 
resource at this point.  Although there have been great wild turkey hunting opportunities in spring and fall to date, 
turkey populations are declining.   NY adjusted their fall season from 7 weeks and 2 birds to 2 weeks and 1 bird 
this season in a significant portion of the state as a result of the declining wild turkey population.  An over-harvest 
of the hen segment of the population could have negative impacts on the resource.  We need to exercise caution 
and ensure the science suggests our VT population can sustain increased fall harvest without negatively impacting  

Department Response to Turkey Petition:  Commissioner Porter introduced Mark Scott who reiterated the 
Department’s position on all-day spring turkey hunting.  The Department opposes all-day hunting for the May 
1-31 season and is neutral on the youth turkey hunting weekend.  Biologist Scott Darling spoke briefly about his 
time as the state’s wild turkey biologist and then turned the floor over to Amy Alfieri. Alfieri walked the board 
through some of the highlights from the Department’s response to the petition for an all-day turkey hunt.  The 
first highlight Amy addressed was the national population declines of the wild turkey; this is a national trend 
and there is not a good scientific answer as to why this is happening. The second point Amy reviewed was hen 
mortality. Research conducted in Vermont in the 1980’s demonstrated that hens were vulnerable to 
disturbance during the earliest periods of incubation, often resulting in nest abandonment. Thirdly, Vermont 
biologists will be reviewing data from Maine’s all day spring hunts over the next couple of years. This “case 
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study” may provide an improved picture of all-day hunting in northern New England and its impacts on the 
population. The fourth point addressed was the recent crossbow expansion. With the recent crossbow 
expansion taking effect in 2016, time to assess this additional modality and its impacts on the turkey harvest is 
warranted. The fifth issue pointed out was the recent hard winters. Vermont has experienced two consecutive 
harsh winters with winter severity indices above the long term average of 49.2 (WSI 2014 = 60.9 and WSI 2015 
= 77.7). Lastly, the topic of all-day spring hunting was not part of the Department’s past Big Game Plan, 2010-
2020. In the next 2-3 years, planning and preparation will begin for the next iteration of the Plan. This will 
involve evaluation of current and future regulations, and will include the opportunity for public input on the 
potential to open the regular spring season to all day hunting. 
At this time the Department is not in favor of extending the all-day hunt to the regular season. The Department 
would like to present some of the pros’ and cons of an all-day youth spring turkey hunting: 
 
Pros 

• Minimal, if any, impact on the population and overall harvest. The youth weekend harvest ranges from 
11% to 13% of the total harvest for the year. While the expansion to all day hunting during the youth 
weekend may increase the harvest success rate, it is not likely to increase the percentage of the overall 
harvest by more than a few percentage points, if at all. 

• Expanded opportunity for youth who may have conflicts due to religious services, sports, family 
obligations, etc. Expanded opportunity could also translate to higher success rates, thus more rewarding 
hunts for Vermont’s youth. Extended hours may also result in hunter retention and recruitment.  Aside 
from 2013 when errors in data collection resulted from the transfer to online reporting, harvest success 
rates for youth weekend were 23 to 25% between 2011 and 2014. These numbers are comparable to or 
higher than other states in the Northeast with 1-day, half-day, or full weekend youth hunts (ex: NY = 
14% in 2015, ME = 20 to 25%, MA = 26 to 37%, PA = 11 to 27%). Improved success rates can result in 
increased hunter retention, particularly for those youth that are more “achievement-motivated” hunters. 

• Landowners have expressed concerns with hunters dominating their property in the spring and not 
wanting hunters on their land with the expansion to all-day hunting during the regular season. However, 
such concerns are mitigated during the youth weekend by the requirement that a youth hunter seek 
written permission from a landowner.  

• Roost shooting and poaching does not appear to be a problem in fall hunting when legal shooting hours 
close at ½ hour after sunset, and it is not expected to be a problem with an expanded youth weekend.  

• The timing of youth weekend is such that hens are likely to be laying eggs rather than incubating, so nest 
abandonment is less of a concern.  

Cons 
• Law enforcement has expressed some concern that all-day youth weekend will trickle into the regular 

season and result in more issues and increased workloads for wardens.  
• Research has shown that all-day hunting suppresses gobbling activity of toms; however, it’s worth 

noting that other outdoor recreation activities such as birdwatching, dog walking or foraging is also 
likely to suppress gobbling. 

• Nationwide population declines warrant careful consideration of expansions to any seasons, especially 
in light of the fact that the specific reasons for the declines are still unknown.  

• Potential for increased conflicts between hunter and non-consumptive users on public lands.  
• Law enforcement has expressed concerns that youth hunters appear to be increasingly starting at 

younger ages which could lead to more safety concerns in the woods with expanded hunts.  
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There was then discussion among the Board about pros and cons of all-day hunting. Different members of the 
board discussed the turkey populations in their area of the state and how they felt about expanding the season. 
The Board asked Amy Alfieri to look into the impact on Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Ontario in addition to the 
study on Maine regarding the impacts on harvest numbers after switching to an all-day hunt. The Board talked 
about when it would be possible to revisit the issues and when the Maine data would be available, as well as 
data from other states that have all day hunts.  
 
Currently the wild turkey population in Vermont is estimated to be between 40,000-50,000. The total kill of the 
spring seasons in 2014 was 4,970, below the rolling 3 year average of 5415.  
 
Straw vote: The Board decided that there were 5 major themes that arose in discussion of these petitions and 
took a straw vote on these themes. They are as follows: 

• Youth weekend extension to ½ an hour before sunrise and ½ an hour after sunset: 5 votes in favor 
• Youth weekend extension to an all-day hunt until 5:00PM: 11 votes in favor 
• Extension for the last two weeks of the May 1- 31 season for an all-day: 10 in favor 
• Extension for all four weeks of the regular season, for an all –day hunt until 5:00PM: 2 in favor 
• Revisit these petitions next year once more data can be obtained: 8 in favor (a majority)  

 
Adjourned at 6:46 PM EST for dinner 
Reconvened at 7:20 EST   
 
Steve Adams motioned to approve all-day hunting for youth weekend until 5:00 
Theresa Elmer seconded the motion 
Vote:  
Theresa: Yes  
Bill: Yes 
Craig Nolan: yes 
Ron: Yes 
Adams: yes 
Greene: no 
Allard: Yes 
Lindholm: Yes 
Laggis: Yes 
Mewes: Yes 
Gibbs: Yes 
Cheryl: abstained  
Kevin: yes 
Vote: 11 in favor, 1 opposed and 1 abstained  
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Extended Roundtable Themes that were discussed:  

• Landowner habitat management   
• Moose Permit and Permittees  
• WMA habitat management 
• Fishing regulations (NEK especially)  
• More press for Habitat Stamp 
• Kayak and Canoe Fees 
• Crossbow Hunter Education 
• Mandatory Bear Tooth Extraction 
• APR Zone Management 
• Posted Land-nowhere for people to hunt 
• Moose Regulation: Kill site requirement 

 
Lifetime License Drawing: Ron Wilcox had the pleasure of drawing the name as it was his last meeting as a 
board member. The winner that was drawn was Christina Seward from Williston, Vermont. Congratulations 
Christina!  Commissioner Porter and Board Chair Lawrence thanked Ron for his dedication and commitment to 
the State of Vermont and its Fish and Wildlife.  
 
Commissioner Updated: Scott had preliminary deer numbers for the Board, passed out a handout. (See 
attachment) ATV on state land rule will go before LCAR this week. Department is setting up on license system 
a pop-up archery question about crossbow in 2016.  Department is also reviewing a bill that will be introduced 
this legislative session to allow suppressor/silencers for hunting. Deer herd meetings in March, conducting two 
of the required five hearings on Saturday afternoons in a format where other topics such as habitat and other 
big game can be discussed instead of evening meetings. The meetings will be longer (5 hours instead of 2). 
Handout from Commissioner.  (See attachment)  Board asked the Department to consider one of these 
meetings for a Sunday instead of both on Saturday.  Please send any other comments back to Mark or 
the Commissioner. 
 
Chair Lawrence advised Board Members to exert caution in their personal use of social media.  
 
Motion to Adjourn 
Craig Nolan motioned to adjourn for the evening. 
Theresa Elmer seconded the motion  
Meeting adjourned at 9:15 PM EST 
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